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A New GUT Theory
By Mike Cyrek

Note: The following article deals with a complex
subject that requires a firm understanding of theoretical
physics. Furthermore. this article incorporates ideas that
contradict most contemporary scientific thinking on the
subject. The WASP welcomes readers' responses to this and
any other article. The WASP reserves the right to edit or
deny publication of any submission.- Ed.

A

s a member of the Cosmology Group, I would like to
inform the members of my own hypothesis on a
Grand Unified Theory involving the forces of nature
which follows. This revised version is slightly expanded
with illustrations and references where additional clarity
is required. To include all the required text from the
books regarding the nuclear characteristics would require a lot of added material. Anyone wishing this added
knowledge can always refer to the supplied references
which would be much more informative than my
mere . copying of said portions of text. Also, it
could encourage those that are interested to delve into nuclear physics.
- M.C., January 28, 1993

T

he current data on a Grand Unified Theory (GUT) is that gravity
is the only force that can not be unified. However, I would like to propose
a theory that unifies gravity and electromagnetic force fields while eliminating
the strong and weak forces. This then
would result in only one force which
would be the electromagnetic with
its dual nature and which and
we know exists. The reason for
this is simple: Gravity and electromagnetic fields have two
pronounced similarities. They
both extend to infinity and are
inversely proportional to the
square of the distances between the propagating masses
or particles, while on the other hand, there are no simi-

larities between any other two
forces in strength or range.
Now, if the attraction of the
electrostatic component of
the electromagnetic force
field is just a trifle greater
than the repulsive component (by about 10-37), this
would create a gravitational effect equal to the force
of gravity. [Although I arrived at my theory independently, H. A. Lorentz, the famous physicist, had the
same idea at the beginning of this century. Refer to Progress in Physics by A. Shuster, pages 156 - 157.] In spiral
galaxies and galaxies of all types, this gravitational effect
could be further strengthened if, in the cores of these
galaxies, collisions and subsequent explosions
were happening to cause quantities of electrons
and positive ions (nuclei stripped of some
electrons) to be blown out to the outer
portions of these galaxies. In the spiral
structures, the electrons would settle in
the outer portions of the spirals because of their higher velocities while
the heavier ions would settle in the inner portion of the spiral structures because of their slower velocities. This weak
divided plasma would then reinforce the
gravitational effect of the galaxy's mass and
cause the outer portion of the spiral structure to rotate at the same velocity as the inner portion
subsequently, create the illusion that the galaxy has more
mass. Under these circumstances then, the dark matter
attributed to the high outer rotational velocity may not
be there. The dark matter does not exist! This would
explain why it is not visible. It is difficult to believe that
90 percent of a galaxy's mass is not visible when we can
plainly see around us that the vast majority of the mass is
visible. The spiral arms could also act as gravitational
chains to pull the outer portions along at a greater velocity.
(Continued on page 6)
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Business meeting on third Thursdays:
Macomb Community College
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14500 Twelve Mile Road
Warren Michigan
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Mike O’Dowd
4734 Brockham Way
Sterling Heights, Michigan 48310

The WASP is the official monthly publication of the Society. Each new issue of the WASP is made available at the Macomb
meeting on the third Thursday. Non-members will be charged
$1.00 for each new issue. Back issues, when available, are free.
Requests by other clubs to receive the WASP and other correspondence should be addressed to the editor.
Articles for inclusion in the WASP are strongly encouraged
and should be submitted to the editor on or before the first Thursday of each month. For further information on contribution, see
the "Instructions for Authors" box on page 4 of Volume 23, Number 5.

The observatory is owned and operated by the Society.
Located on the grounds of Camp Rotary on 29 Mile Road, 1.8
miles east of Romeo Plank Road, Stargate features a 12.5 inch
f/17 club-built Cassegrainian telescope under a steel dome. The
observatory is open to all club members in accordance to the
"Stargate Observatory Rules:' Those wishing to use the observatory must call the Observatory Chairperson (2nd Vice President)
by 7:00 p.m. on the evening of the session.

LIBRARY

The Society maintains a library of astronomy-related books
and periodicals at the Macomb County Community College meeting room. See the Librarian for rules or to check out a book.

SUBGROUPS

Special interest subgroups exist for those interested in specialized areas of astronomy. Contact the chairperson of each subgroup for more information on that group.
Computers:
Larry Kalinowski
Lunar / Planetary:
Riyad Matti
Solar:
Ed Cressman
Telescope making:
Jim Houser

CALL LIST

The Call List is a list of people who wish to be alerted of
spectacular and unexpected astronomical events. Anyone who
notices such an event calls the next person on the call list. That
person in turn calls the next person, etc. A call list member can
restrict callings to certain available times. Any Society member is
welcome to join the call list.
To join the call list, please notify Marty Kunz at
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Subgroup Reports

Computer Chatter
By Larry F. Kalinowski
With all the interest in CCD photography lately,
I decided to try my hand at some image manipulation. Richard Berry's program, ASTROIP, allows you to do just that because it included
some images taken by other amateurs as well as his own.
You can actually try your hand at taking a rather bland image and increase its contrast, remove noise or darken the
sky background. One of the images supplied with his program is M51. He gives detailed instructions on how to improve that image, step by step. In fact, his program is a rather detailed introduction into image enhancement with a
good presentation of mathematical filter techniques.
The March conjunction of Venus and the crescent
Moon was witnessed by quite a few Computer Club members. Somehow the clouds managed to reveal the striking
event, disqualifying a lot of people from the 1993 Armchair
Observer's Award.
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April will bring on occultation of Venus during the day
of Monday the 19th. See page 51 of Astronomy's April issue. According to the magazine, binoculars will be all you'll
need. Around this part of the country, it wouldn't hurt to
have some RADAR, too.
PKZIP has come out with a new, faster, more efficient
version. The new version is 2.04. The program showed a
five to 15 percent increase in compression size, which
makes is just about the best squeezing archival program
when it comes to saved space. Only one problem: the older
versions can't decompress the newer version. The new
compression method is called "deflating."
The next round of computer shows are on Sunday,
March 21, at the Dearborn Civic Center, 15801 Michigan
Avenue, just east of the Southfield expressway. Then comes
Sunday, March 27, at Mercy Center, 28600 Eleven Mile
Road, three blocks east of Middlebelt, then Sunday, April
18, at the United Food and Commercial Workers Hall, 876
Horace Brown Drive, one block east of 1-75,two blocks
south of Thirteen Mile Road in Madison Heights.
See you at our next Computer Group meeting on March
25 at my place at 8:00 p.m. You can reach me at 776-9720
for more information. Clear skies.
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NASA SpaceLink

Galileo Mission Status
February 8, 1993 — Real-time commands were sent to
modify the system fault protection such that if spacecraft
safmg executes, the Plasma Wave Subsystem (PWS) supplemental heater will be turned on. This change was necessitated by the increasing solar AU distances.
February 10, 1993 — Real-time commands were sent
to turn the Ultraviolet Spectrometer (UVS) on to exercise
its grating drive mechanism and the instrument remains
on. The UVS high voltage was also commanded off to
properly configure the instrument for the Earth-Jupiter
cruise phase.
March 2, 1993 — An Ultra-Stable Oscillator (USO) test
was performed to verify the health status of the USO and to
collect gravitational red shift experiment data; long term
trend analysis is continuing.
Cruise science Memory Readouts (MROs) were performed for the Extreme Ultraviolet Spectrometer (EUV),
Dust Detector (DDS), and Magnetometer (MAG) instruments. Preliminary analysis indicates the data was received properly.
March 4, 1993 — A total of 65099 real-rime commands
have been transmitted to Galileo since Launch. Of these,
59993 were initiated in the sequence design process and
5106 initiated in the real-time command process.

Trajectory

As of noon Thursday, March 4, 1993, the Galileo Spacecraft trajectory status was as follows:
Distance from Earth
72,166,500 km (0.48 AU)
Distance from Sun
220,187,100 km (1.47 AU)
Heliocentric Speed
109,300 km per hour
Distance from Jupiter
624,151,800 km
Round Trip Light Time 8 minutes, 4 seconds
March 9, 1993 — Galileo carried out a trajectorycorrection maneuver (about 2.1 meters per second or 4.7
mph) to target it for the Ida encounter.
March 10, 1993 — The Galileo spacecraft is 81 million
kilometers (51 million miles) from Earth, travelling in its
orbit at 29.6 kilometers per second or about 66,000 miles
per hour. It is headed out away from the Sun (at almost a
million miles per day), toward its flyby of the asteroid Ida
on August 28,1993 and its arrival in Jupiter orbit on December 7,1995.
The spacecraft health and performance continue to be
excellent, except that the high-gain antenna is still only
partly deployed. It is transmitting telemetry at 1200 bits
per second over its low-gain antenna.
Galileo's spin rate was increased to 10.5 rpm today to
demonstrate the high spin rate required for probe release
(July 1995) and subsequent activities using the large, 4OOnewton rocket engine. The spin rate will be returned to
3.15 rpm on Friday.

Magellan Mission Status
February 15, 1993 — Magellan has completed 6781
orbits of Venus since August 10, 1990. The spacecraft has
4

traveled about 222 million kilometers (139 million miles)
in its orbital path around Venus, in addition to the 400 million kilometers it traveled getting from Earth to Venus.
The Magellan Project continues a systematic process
condensing its operations and preparing for the Lean Mean
Gravity Team (LMGT) phase of the mission. Plans for housing the LMGT in the 230-260 (Science) area were presented at the Mission Director's meeting on February 9th.
February 26, 1993 — During the tracking pass over the
Canberra DSN station Thursday morning, the Magellan telemetry signal was suddenly lost. The station personnel
reported an increased receiver temperature and speculated that it looked like the uplink was bouncing off the Moon.
A quick check by Eileen Dukes of the Spacecraft Team, using a planetary ephemeris program on her personal computer, verified that the Moon had indeed occulted Venus
and the Magellan signal.
March 1, 1993 — The antenna pointing remains sufficiently accurate for the gravity data collection, and there is
little danger of triggering the fault protection with the increased attitude update limit Magellan has completed 6886
orbits of Venus since August 10, 1990.It is 85 days from the
end of Cycle 4.

Mars Observer Mission Status
February 10, 1993 — The Mars Observer flight team
reported today that the second spacecraft trajectory correction maneuver (TCM-2) on Monday, February 8, was
successful and achieved the desired change in velocity of
about 9.6 meters per second (32 feet per second). The 35second burn used two of the spacecraft's four large 490Newton thrusters and occurred at 2 p.m. Pacific Standard
Tune.
All spacecraft subsystems and instrument payload are
performing well in the outer cruise configuration. Uplink
and downlink communications are being performed via the
high gain antenna.
February 19, 1993 — The selection of the Power-In
maneuver Aim Point was made today, finalizing the overall
maneuver design process. The Power-In maneuver, so
named by the burn of hi-propellant powered thrusters required to perform it, is being undertaken to shorten the
length of time between the Mars Orbit Insertion maneuver
and achievement of the desired orbit for Mapping activities
to begin. Utilization of Power-In will allow more time for
successful deployment of the spacecraft into the mapping
configuration prior to the beginning of the command moratorium during solar conjunction. Science will be able to
advance the start of the mapping phase, allowing clear observations of the planet surface before the beginning of the
Martian dust storm season which begins just after solar
conjunction. Science data will be acquired for one complete
mapping cycle prior to solar conjunction.
February 24, 1993 - Today the spacecraft is 36,203,720
km (22,495,949 miles) from Mars, traveling at a velocity of
4.4263 kilometers per second (9,901 miles per hour) with
respect to Mars. One way light time to Earth is approximately 344seconds.
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Mission Status…

(Continued from page 4)

Ulysses Mission Status
The Ulysses spacecraft went into an automatic safe
mode at about 4:50 p.m. Pacific Standard Tune on Sunday,
February 14, while it was being tracked by the Deep Space
Network facility near Madrid, Spain. All instruments were
automatically switched off by on-board computers, followed
by switch-off of spacecraft telemetry. The loss of communication lasted about five hours and 10minutes.
Once the telemetry was regained, spacecraft health
checks confirmed that Ulysses had reconfigured itself correctly. An investigation into the cause of the anomaly was
under way.
Progress has been made to restore the spacecraft to its
normal operational condition. Three of the spacecraft's nine
science instruments are now fully operational. All but one of
the remaining instruments were expected to be restored
during the next tracking pass over the Goldstone Deep Space
Network facility, which was completed at about 10 a.m. today. The Solar Wind Ion Composition experiment operates
at high voltage and requires additional time to be switched
on.
Today Ulysses is approximately 610 million kilometers
(379 million miles) from Earth, traveling at a heliocentric
velocity of about 35,000 kilometers per hour (22,000 miles
per hour). The spacecraft is about 18 degrees south of the
ecliptic plane, slowly looping its way back toward the sun,
where it will begin its primary mission in June 1994 of studying the sun's poles. One-way light time to Earth is about 38
minutes.
Reporting period: 23rd February to 1st March 1993
An average of 98.45% data recovery was achieved during the reporting period.
The spacecraft is currently configured with receiver 2 as
the prime unit fed via the high gain antenna and with receiver 1 as backup fed through the low gain antenna (LGA-F).
The downlink is provided through EPC2/TWTA2.
Spin Rate: 4.979 rpm.
Orbital Data
Data taken at 13:00 PDT on 1st March.
Distance from Earth:
600,126,827 km.
Velocity relative to the Earth: 108,782km/hr.
Velocity relative to the Sun:
35,509 km/hr.
Ecliptic latitude:
19.1deg/south
Routine data gathering operations will continue together with experiment reconfigurations as required.

Voyager 1and 2 Mission Status
The two Voyager spacecraft continue their interstellar
mission with fields-and-particles data acquisition. Voyager 1
was launched September 5, 1977, is currently 7.7 billion
kilometers (4.8 billion miles) from the Sun after flying by
Jupiter and Saturn in 1979 and 1980; Voyager 2 was
launched August 20, 1977, flew by Jupiter (1979), Saturn
(1981), Uranus (1986), and Neptune (1989), is now 5.9 billion kilometers (3.7 billion miles) from the Sun.
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Earth's Rotation Rate May Be
Due to Early Collisions
By Paula Cleggett-Haleim, Headquarters,
Washington, D.C. and Michael Mewhinney,
Ames Research Center, Mountain View,
California
January 15, 1993 —Early in the formation of the Earth,
collisions with rocks as large as Mars could have caused
the Earth's rapid spin, according to the theory of a scientist
at NASA's Ames Research Center, Mountain View, California.
Without the large impacts, the Earth would rotate only
every 200 hours instead of the 24 hours it takes today, says
Dr. Luke Dones, a visiting Assistant Research Astronomer
from the University of California at Santa Cruz.
"Earth - along with Mercury, Venus and Mars - was
formed about 4.5 billion years ago when solid objects collided and merged to make larger objects," Dones said.
"When these objects strike a forming planet, they can
make it spin, just as you can make a globe spin by pushing
it with your finger," said Dones.
Dones and his research partner studied the histories of
collisions during the formation of Earth to see what the
"spin speed" would be. "We found that if Earth had been
formed from only small objects, like the asteroids we see
today, it would spin very slowly,"Dones said.
"When objects struck the Earth, most of the spin came
from one or more giant impacts," he said. "They didn't cancel each other out like the smaller impacts, thus the net
spin is much more rapid."
"On the average, the larger the bodies that hit the
Earth, the faster the spin it was given. From the rate at
which the Earth does spin, we believe something about the
size of Mars struck Earth during the late stages of its formation," Dones said. Mars is one-tenth the size of Earth.
According to this theory, the fact that the Earth turns
on its axis in roughly the same direction that the planet
orbits the Sun is somewhat a matter of chance.
"We think it's equally likely that a planet can form with
the opposite spin direction, so that the Sun would rise in
the west and set in the east," Dones said.
And, in fact, Venus does spin "backward," and Uranus
spins on its side. "The spins of both planets also could be
the results of giant impacts," Dones said.
He said the existence of the Moon also could be a result
of a very large collision during the formation of the early
Earth. The origin of the Moon has been a puzzle for a long
time, Dones said.
"A popular theory holds that the collision of a Marssized planetary body with the Earth threw considerable
debris into orbit, which then came together to form the
Moon," Dones said. "Thus, the same impact which gave
Earth its spin, could also have formed the Moon."
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NASA Scientists Solve LongStanding Stellar Mystery
By Paula Cleggett-Haleim, Headquarters,
Washington, D.C. and Diane Farrar, Ames
Research Center, Mountain View, California
February 9, 1993 — Space scientists at NASA's Ames Research Center, Mountain View, California, believe they have solved
an 80year-old mystery: What unidentified matter in deep space is
absorbing certain wavelengths of light from distant stars?
By mimicking realistic interstellar conditions in a laboratory,
Drs. Farid Salama and Louis Allamandola have shown that the light
is absorbed by unexpectedly large organic molecules spread
throughout the vacuum of space. The carbon-based molecules,
shaped like chicken wire, are called polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs).
For nearly a century, scientists have wondered what causes the
unidentified absorption lines in the spectra of starlight reaching the
Earth. The lines are called diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs) and
now number more than a hundred.
An important breakthrough came a decade ago. Observations
of infrared radiation obtained from Ames' Kuiper Airborne Observatory led Allamandola and others to believe that a form of PAHs
might be the long-sought matter. 'They could easily withstand the
intense radiation environment of interstellar space," he said.
PAHs are stable carbon molecules formed at high temperatures. On Earth, they cause pollution and cancer. PAHs can be a byproduct of cooking and combustion. They are found in burned pots,
charcoaled hamburgers, bus exhaust and cigarette smoke. 'The oil
fires in Kuwait produced large quantities of PAHs.
Although the Ames group suspected PAHs could be causing
the mysterious spectroscopic "fingerprints" (DIBs), there was a
catch. "In space, PAHs would be electrically charged (ionized) and
very reactive. This form of matter is extremely difficult to study in
the laboratory," Allamandola said.
Salama's experiments successfully reproduced the ionized molecules under the most authentic interstellar conditions possible.
Because the molecules are highly reactive, isolating them from the
subtle effects of their surrounding chemical environment was difficult. Studying them in a near vacuum. as they exist in space, was
impossible. Salama used solid neon to isolate them at very low temperatures.
The PAHs' spectroscopic visible light fingerprint in Salama's
experiments closely matched those from interstellar space. Independent observations by other scientists — now knowing what to
look for — support his conclusions.
'These molecules are one of the largest sources of carbon-rich
material in the vast distances between the stars. They account for
five to 10 percent of all cosmic carbon." Salama said.
"Until a few years ago, we would not have imagined that molecules this complex existed in space. In the whole chemistry of the
interstellar medium, we've been lucky to find several atoms bound
together," Allamandola said "Larger molecules, containing up to
about 12 atoms have been found The larger the molecules, usually
the less abundant they are.
'Then suddenly we find these monstrous molecules, containing
between 20 - 100 carbon atoms. Larger PAHs must be present as
well. They are spread throughout space and, except for hydrogen
and carbon monoxide, they're more abundant than all the known
interstellar molecules taken together.
"We think PAHs are the by-product of old carbon-rich stars
burning out. This challenges the traditional view of interstellar
chemistry, which assumes that all interstellar molecules are produced in the interstellar medium." he said.
"The experiments had another surprising result," Salama said
"For years, scientists have observed large amounts of unexplained
long-wave (infrared) radiation in space. Because we found that
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charged PAHs absorb a lot more ultraviolet and visible radiation in
space than expected, we think they may be the valve turning higher
frequency waves (ultraviolet-visible) in to longer wavelength infrared. We think they play a central role in determining the radiant
energy balance of interstellar space," he said.
Their results also may influence the theory of solar system
formation. PAHs found in meteorites are thought to be produced by
heat from repeated collisions of solid material early in solar system
formation. Now it seems at least some of these complex organic
molecules came from interstellar space and were original ingredients in the nebula which produced the Sun and planets.


GUT Theory...
(Continued from page 1)

In clusters of galaxies, the ejected electrons could
escape the inner more massive central galaxy to create the
same effect for the clusters. The central galaxy would be in
an unbalanced positive electrostatic state while the outer
galaxies would be in a balanced state. This would then solve
the riddle of the missing dark matter.
And the strong and weak nuclear forces? It just
does not seem probable that a force that is considered to be
137 times stronger than the electrostatic force should have
such a short range as 10-15 meters. This is the diameter of
one nucleon (proton or neutron). Another fact to discredit
the strong force is the lack of atomic mass numbers
(protons plus neutrons) 5 and 8. [Refer to Introduction to
Atomic and Nuclear Physics, 4th Edition by H. Semat, pages
81 - 83 and 588.] Also, atomic mass number 6 and 5 (if it
existed) would have stronger binding forces within the
nuclei than atomic mass number 4 (the helium nucleus
which has the strongest binding force in the low mass
range). [See illustrations. Notice that the six nucleon nucleus would have the greatest binding power.] If the strong
force was real, these discrepancies should not exist.
Then there is the atomic mass patterns which reflect stability in the nuclei referred to as the "magic numbers." There is also the spectral characteristics of these
nuclei that exhibit quantum effects that a gravitational type
of force (which is the nature of the strong force), would not
possess. [Refer to Basic Concepts of Nuclear Physics by
Stearns, pages 36 and 60.]
If the strong force does not exist, then what is the
binding force within these nuclei? My theory is that the
particles within the nuclei spin at extremely high velocities
where the outer portions approach close to the velocity of
light and coupled with their high permeability to magnetic
fields because of their extreme density, would create the
strong binding forces to hold these nuclei together. The
orientation of the magnetic fields and the direction of spin
of the particles and portions of nuclei could account for the
missing atomic mass numbers 5 and 8 as well as all the
other characteristics.
Also, because of the strong magnetic forces, the
electrostatic component could sacrifice some of its strength
to compliment the magnetic component's strength. Although this does not involve spin, man made radio waves
have these characteristics where the electric component is
zero while the magnetic component is at maximum and
vice versa. [Refer to University Physics by F.W. Sears et al.,
1982, page 707.]
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At the Telescope

Limiting Magnitudes
Limiting Magnitudes The larger the diameter of a
telescope lens or mirror, the fainter the objects that may
be seen through it The magnitude of the faintest objects
visible through a telescope is known as its limiting magnitude. The table below lists limiting magnitudes for
many telescope diameters. This table is not absolute:
under ideal conditions, limiting magnitudes can exceed
the values given here.
Diameter Magnitude
Diameter Magnitude
Eye
6.0
6"
12.2
2"
9.7
8"
12.9
3"
10.3
10"
13.4
4"
11.3
12"
13.8
5"
11.8
24"
15.5
Use these star charts to check the limiting magnitude
of your instrument and the weather conditions for the
night At right is a detailed chart of the area including
enough stars to "star-hop" to the really dim ones —
down to about magnitude 15. Inset is a low-scale chart
showing the general region of sky. Happy viewing!
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Warren Astronomical Society Calendar 1993
Sunday Afternoons
Saturday

March 20

Thursday

March 25
April 1

8:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

April 2-3

8:30 p.m.

April 8
April 15
April 22

7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
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Solar Group at Ed Cressman's house when the weather is
clear.
Vernal Equinox Star Party at Doug Bock's house ("Northern
Cross Observatory").
Computer Group meeting at Larry Kalinowski’s house.
General meeting at Cranbrook Institute of Science. Guest
speaker: Fred Sheborg on "Split Ring Telescope
Mount." (postponed from March meeting).
Open House at the 24-inch observatory of Michigan State
University (East Lansing). For further information, contact
Kim Dyer.
Cosmology Group meeting at Glenn Wilkin’s house.
Business Meeting at Macomb Community College.
Computer Group meeting at Larry Kalinowski’s house.
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